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Abstract: Due to the large and unsustainable use of valuable natural resources and electronic waste
generation worldwide, which poses risks to human health and the environment, different organi-
zations have initiated efforts to shift from a linear economy to a circular economy. A crucial aspect
of promoting a circular economy is improving product durability, which can reduce resource ex-
traction and waste because products remain in use for a longer period. Methods for measuring and
indexing durability should encourage consumers to buy more durable products and incentivize
manufacturers to compete in improving durability. This paper reviews past research on measuring
product durability. It proposes an overall framework based on the promise of product life as well as
its readiness to perform required functions for indexing durability. Finally, it presents an example of
durability assessment. The proposed framework enables manufacturers to improve the design and
communication of product durability. Furthermore, it supports establishing durability standards by
standard development organizations and promotes sustainability through durability initiatives.

Keywords: durability index; circular economy; sustainability

1. Introduction and Motivation

Electronic waste (e-waste) is a rapidly growing waste stream. In 2019, 53.6 million tons
of e-waste were generated globally, estimated to reach around 74.7 million tons by 2030 [1].
A typical mobile phone over its lifetime has a carbon footprint of 60 kg, 85% of which
is attributed to materials and the production of the phone. Considering that 5.3 billion
mobile phones have been thrown away in the form of e-waste in 2022 alone, with only
17% of its materials recycled, one can appreciate the enormity of e-waste for just one of
many electronic products in use [2]. This considerable amount of e-waste contains toxic
and hazardous materials that can harm the physical and mental health of humans. Physical
health problems such as miscarriages, changes in thyroid function and development,
decreased lung function, and mental issues (such as changes in temperament and behavior)
are some of the recognized health issues caused by exposure to e-waste [3,4]. In addition,
water and soil contamination and greenhouse gas emissions leading to global temperature
rise are notable examples of e-waste environmental impacts [5,6]. Therefore, the negative
impact of e-waste on the environment and ecosystem is significant and not sustainable.

In addition, a substantial amount of valuable material resources is currently being
used for manufacturing electronic and electrical equipment (EEE). EEE contains up to
69 elements, including valuable metals such as gold, silver, and copper and critical raw
materials such as cobalt, palladium, and indium [1]. Generated e-waste from printed circuit
boards, which exist in every EEE, contains more than 1000 different substances, including
organic material (30%), metals (40%), and ceramics (30%) [7]. However, just 17.4% of
e-waste is formally collected and recycled [1], so a significant portion of produced EEE will
be discarded in landfills. This pattern of producing and disposing of EEE increases the need
for raw material extraction, which has substantial health and environmental impacts [8]. In
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conclusion, implementing some sustainability goals to decrease the use of limited material
resources and reduce the generation of e-waste is desirable.

In the context of products, practical sustainability goals include minimizing the nega-
tive environmental impacts of e-products and the excessive use of limited resources. These
goals can be attained through smart design and responsible usage [9]. One such process
recently implemented in some countries is transitioning from the current linear economy
toward a circular economy. A circular economy aims to create a closed-loop system for
the product life cycle and maximize the utilization of materials by employing recycling,
remanufacturing, reusing, and long-lasting products. Governments worldwide have recog-
nized the importance of transitioning to the circular economy by enacting laws, programs,
and regulations to implement this transition. Examples of such efforts include the Circular
Economy Action Plan, which is part of the Green Deal in Europe, France’s Anti-Waste and
Circular Economy Law, and China’s Circular Economy Promotion Law.

Consumers’ attitudes expressed by their purchasing choices and behaviors could
significantly affect the promotion and adoption of the circular economy through market
demand, influencing businesses to adopt more sustainable and circular products [10,11].
Therefore, it would be essential to enable and inform consumers to support the circular
economy by measuring and presenting the degree of circularity of products. One of the
key aspects of the circular economy that should be measured is the product’s longevity or,
more comprehensively, the ownership risk, which includes both the expected useful life of
the product and the manufacturer’s assurance of a minimum life. Extending the lifespan
of products reduces the disposal of products and the need to produce replacements. This
minimizes both waste generation and the need for extracting material resources, which are
critical characteristics of a circular economy.

Recent efforts in this area suggest the implementation of a so-called durability in-
dex [12]. Assessing a measure of product durability and sharing it with the public gives
consumers useful information and motivates better manufactured products. Thus, there
are two ways in which this indexing system can improve durability. First, durability infor-
mation can guide consumers to purchase more long-lasting products, which may decrease
demand for less durable products, causing manufacturers to stop production. Second, it
incentivizes manufacturers to make more durable products. Despite its advantages, there
is currently no practical method for indexing product durability.

This paper proposes a framework for measuring and indexing product durability. The
principal novelty of the proposed indexing framework is that it takes a holistic approach to
durability. Therefore, it systematically identifies and assesses various quantifiable product
attributes influencing its physical durability. It aims to provide a formal mechanism to
support testing, optimizing, and communicating product durability during its design,
production, and use. For this purpose, the first step is to define durability and identify the
fundamental attributes of a product that affect its durability. Indexing relevant attributes
and combining them yields an index for product durability. Although the proposed
framework is applicable to a wide range of EEE, the authors’ primary focus in this paper
centers on evaluating handheld consumer electronics. Therefore, the framework has been
specifically tailored with these products in mind. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the role of product durability in a circular economy model. Section 3
provides an overview of the literature on durability. Section 4 presents the proposed
framework. The application of the proposed framework is demonstrated in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of this paper.

2. Circular Economy and Role of Product Durability

A circular economy is a strategy adopted by many governmental and private agencies
and manufacturers to support resource and environmental sustainability, with the aim
of minimizing e-waste generation and resource consumption. Unlike a traditional linear
economy in which products are discarded as waste and there is no effort to keep them in
the use cycle, a circular economy aims to keep materials in use as long as possible [13],
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ideally indefinitely, through recycling, remanufacturing, refurbishing, reusing, and longer
use. Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept of a circular economy [14].
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Recycling involves redirecting materials away from the waste stream and processing
them to return them to productive use [15]. Remanufacturing involves restoring used
products, which may be defective, to like-new condition by replacing the damaged parts
and then distributing them for use. Refurbishing is similar to remanufacturing but involves
a minimal restoration, such as cleaning and testing for slightly used or unused products
without significant defects, such as cosmetic issues [16]. Reusing refers to extending the life
of properly functioning products that the original owner no longer needs through reselling
or passing them onto others in a secondary market [17]. Longer use refers to improving
durability to postpone disposal.

An ideal circular economy eliminates or minimizes the transfer of natural resources
into waste, thus reducing adverse health and environmental impacts and promoting natural
resource conservation and economic benefits. The objectives of a circular economy are
rooted in sustainability [18]. A circular economy has been recognized as a means to achieve
sustainability, which is the design, production, use, and disposal of the materials used in
products in a way that minimizes negative environmental impacts, preserves resources,
and promotes long-term social and economic well-being [18].

One of the main approaches to realizing a circular economy is the longer use of
products by increasing their durability. Increasing product durability influences waste
generation and resource consumption by extending a product’s life. Although consumers
have various reasons for replacing products (e.g., functional failure, dissatisfaction with
the appearance, or desire to have the latest version of products), their attitudes toward
the circular economy would significantly impact its adoption by their extended use of a
product [19]. The cause of 30% of discarded devices is functional failure, which includes
damage, malfunction, or inoperable conditions [20]. Specifically for smartphones, failure
accounts for 40% of the reasons for their disposal [21]. Thus, improving product durability
should reduce the amount of waste generated and decrease the number of replacement
products that need to be produced, leading to reduced resource consumption and waste.

Although improving durability enhances circularity and can contribute to sustain-
ability [22], there are exceptions wherein improving durability may not be sustainable.
For example, although plastic bottles and cutlery are durable (i.e., they will not wear out
rapidly and can be used many times), they are often discarded after only one use and are
difficult to recycle. On the other hand, products such as nondurable cardboard furniture
and paper bags are more sustainable because they are made from renewable resources
and are easier to recycle. A complete discussion of the complicated relationship between
durability and sustainability is beyond the scope of this paper. However, despite these
limited exceptions, most durable products are more sustainable than nondurable ones
and produce less waste, particularly for EEE. In conclusion, embracing circularity leads to
improving sustainability, and one of the critical elements of product circularity is the use
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of more durable products. To quantify and compare durable products, one needs to have
measures or indices of durability, which is the main subject of this paper.

Finally, it is critical to note that minimizing resource consumption and e-waste within
the broader discourse on sustainability requires the consideration and optimization of
various product features, including reliability, repairability, and upgradability, as well as
the product’s energy efficiency. Therefore, addressing the trade-offs and synergies between
these dimensions becomes paramount to ensure that our efforts for minimizing resource
consumption and e-waste contribute holistically to a more sustainable future.

3. Product Durability Literature Review

To develop a framework for measuring and indexing product durability, the first step
requires defining durability and identifying the product attributes that affect it. This section
summarizes the definitions of durability and highlights the relevant product attributes that
previous works have identified.

3.1. Durability Definition

The literature offers various definitions of product durability. In general, durability is
the ability to withstand damage and endure over time. The term durability comes from
the Latin verb durare, meaning “to last” [23]. Webster’s dictionary defines durability as
“The ability to withstand wear or decay” [24]. According to the Merriam-Webster online
dictionary, durable means “able to exist for a long time without significant deterioration in
quality or value”.

Table 1 presents the technical definitions for durability available in the literature. Five
major points can be taken from these technical definitions:

1. In some of the definitions, durability is closely linked to product functionality. There-
fore, when defining a product’s durability, defining its intended functionality is
essential. This is particularly important for EEE products with multiple functionalities
(e.g., smartphones can make phone calls, send text messages, and take photographs).

2. In some of the technical definitions, the use conditions of a product have been in-
cluded as a crucial factor for measuring durability. A product that is used in harsh
environments or under heavy usage may experience more wear and lower durability
than a product that is used in a less demanding setting.

3. Cooper [25], ISO 19867 [26], and ISO 28842 [27] emphasized the importance of a
products’ lifetime being long, extended, and conforming to design specifications. This
reflects that durability should be defined based on the expected lifetime.

4. Maintenance and repair affect durability because they can prolong a product’s use-
ful life and ensure that it continues to function at its intended quality and perfor-
mance level.

5. Several technical definitions are closely related to reliability, which is the probability
that a product will perform its intended functions for an expected time under spec-
ified use conditions [28]. MIL-STD-721C [29] considers durability as a special case
of reliability.

Table 1. Available technical definitions for durability.

Reference Provided Definition for Durability Target Product in the Reference

Cooper [25]
Ability of a product to perform its required function over a
lengthy period under normal conditions of use without
excessive expenditure on maintenance or repair

-

EN 45552 [30] Ability to function as required, under defined conditions of
use, maintenance, and repair, until a limiting state is reached energy-related products
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Provided Definition for Durability Target Product in the Reference

MIL-STD-721C [29] A measure of useful life (a special case of reliability) -

ISO 11994 [31]
A feature of the product to retain the serviceability until a
marginal condition is approached, with a predetermined
system of maintenance and repair being used

cranes

ISO 14708-5 [32]
Ability of an item to perform a required function under
given conditions of use and maintenance, until a limiting
state is reached

active implantable medical devices

ISO 19867 [26]
Ability of a cookstove to continue to be operated for an
extended period in a safe manner and with minimal loss in
performance

cookstoves

ISO 11108 [33] The ability to resist the effects of wear and tear when in use archival papers

ISO 28842 [27]
Characteristic of a structure to resist gradual degradation of
its serviceability in a given environment for the design
service life

concrete bridges

3.2. Durability Attributes

A product’s durability depends on different product attributes to varying degrees.
These attributes include reliability, robustness, repairability, upgradability, longevity, and
operating lifetime [34]. The characteristics of these attributes overlap, and they can be
grouped into a smaller set of more distinctive attributes.

Some previous work has considered durability holistically as an integrated quality
of a product and determined its significant attributes. EN 45552 [30] described product
durability as a function of its repairability and reliability. They defined the relationship
between reliability, repair, and durability, as illustrated in Figure 2. In their definition,
two situations of sudden failure (e.g., overstressed failure such as accidental drop) and
degradation (e.g., corrosion degradation leading to failure) have been considered as discrete
and continuous cases, respectively. Similarly, Cordella et al. [35] considered smartphones’
reliability and repairability attributes to evaluate their durability. In a preparatory study by
France’s Agency for Environment and Energy Management (ADEME) on introducing a
durability index [34], upgradability was also introduced beside reliability and repairability
as the third attribute with a high impact on product durability. The Ministry of Energy
Transition of France identified reliability, robustness, and repairability as the attributes for
a future durability index [12]. The European Commission has proposed new rules for the
durability of mobile phones and tablets, considering reliability, repairability, and software
upgradability [36].
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Although very limited studies focus on defining and evaluating product durability
holistically with its dominant attributes, the individual attributes of durability have been
considered separately in the literature. Among all durability attributes, reliability and
repairability have been prevalently considered in previous studies. There have also been
endeavors to evaluate other durability attributes such as upgradability [37], longevity [38],
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and operating lifetime [39], although not to the same extent as reliability and repairability
attributes. Operating time refers to the time during which a device remains active and
functional. Longevity refers to the total ownership lifespan of a device.

Reliability is a well-established knowledge domain. Various standards and handbooks
provide guidance for product reliability assessment (reliability testing and data analysis).
Using these standards and handbooks, manufacturers can assess the reliability of their
products based on laboratory tests (e.g., accelerated life testing) and field data (e.g., returned
devices data). Military handbooks and standards are some of the first documents that were
developed for reliability assessment [29,40,41]. Besides military documents, other standard
development organizations such as IEEE [42], IEC [43], and JEDEC [44] have developed a
long list of reliability-related standards, which include general approaches for reliability
assessment and some product-specific approaches. In addition to these handbooks and
standards, there are many research papers evaluating the reliability of EEE [45,46].

Although product reliability has been extensively studied for a long time, repairability
has received greater attention in recent years [47,48]. In recent years, efforts have been
made to measure and index product repairability. The French repairability index (FRI) [12],
EN 45554 [49], the Joint Research Center repair scoring system [50], the Assessment Ma-
trix for ease of Repair (AsMer) [51], ONR 192102 [52], and the iFixit method [53] are the
main well-known repairability indexing methods which, in most cases, were developed
after 2018. Additionally, the European Commission has recently proposed a repairability
indexing method for mobile phones and tablets [36]. These methods commonly calculate a
repairability index by scoring and then aggregating some repair-related criteria, such as the
number of steps for disassembling critical parts or the duration of availability of spare parts.

Among the repairability indexing methods, FRI is one of the most recent and the
only one now a mandate [12]. Since 1 January 2021, manufacturers should provide a
self-assessed repairability index for products in specific EEE categories sold in France.
More product categories are being added to the mandate gradually. FRI evaluates the
repairability of a product based on five criteria: (1) the availability of repair documents,
(2) the possibility of disassembling, (3) the availability of spare parts, (4) the price of spare
parts, and (5) a specific criterion that is different for each product category. Each criterion
has its own sub-criteria. A final repairability index is the weighted sum of the scores
for each criterion, as shown in Table 2. Almost all the other repairability index methods
mentioned above follow a similar approach. However, some differences can be seen in
the details of the considered key criteria [54]. Still, the overall similarities may result in
consistent indexing [55].

Table 2. Criteria of the French repairability index [12].

Criteria Sub-Criteria Score of
Sub-Criteria

Weight of
Sub-Criteria

Score of
Criteria

Total
Score

Documentation 1. Duration of availability of technical documents /10 2 /20

/100

Disassembling,
access, tools,

fasteners

1. Ease of disassembling parts (list 2 *)
2. Tools needed (list 2)
3. Characteristics of fasteners (list 1 ** and list 2)

/10 1
/20/10 0.5

/10 0.5

Availability of
spare parts

1. Duration of availability (list 2)
2. Duration of availability (list 1)
3. Spare parts delivery time (list 2)
4. Spare parts delivery time (list 1)

/10 1

/20
/10 0.5
/10 0.3
/10 0.2

Price of spare parts 1. Ratio of the price of spare parts (list 2) to the
price of the product

/10 2 /20

Specific criterion - /10 2 /20

Index /10

* List 2: parts with high failure rate, ** List 1: functionally important parts.
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Despite the extensive efforts to assess and quantify various durability attributes, an
integrated durability indexing method that effectively represents the lifetime of a product
has yet to be introduced. As awareness grows regarding the benefits of establishing
and utilizing a durability indexing framework, there have been initiatives toward its
development. However, a theoretical methodology for quantifying and indexing this
product’s quality is still needed.

4. Proposed Framework

Creating a reliable approach to measure and index the durability of EEE relies on a
thorough understanding of the product attributes that affect its durability. Overlooking
significant attributes may yield a flawed evaluation. This section discusses the notion
of durability, identifies its key attributes, and proposes a framework for measuring and
indexing durability.

4.1. Defining Durability and its Key Attributes

The definition provided in EN 45552 [30] (Table 1) seems to be the most relevant
technical definition for durability, as the standard was published within a framework
for assessing product circularity. This definition overlooks one vital aspect, however.
Durability is a highly context-dependent term with various meanings for different product
categories based on their expected lifetime. For example, the interpretation of durability
for a single-use product differs from that of durability for a product that will be used
repeatedly over a long lifetime. Therefore, the expected lifetime of a product should be
included in the definition, as single-use products should not be indexed poorly because
reusing them is undesirable for health and safety reasons. Also, products intended for
multiple uses may not necessarily need to be indexed highly for durability solely due to
their long lifespan. Taking this point into account, durability can be defined as the product’s
ability to deliver its intended function under predefined conditions of use, maintenance, and repair
for the expected lifetime of products in its category.

Based on the proposed definition of durability, the attributes that should be considered
in a durability index are shown in Figure 3. The main attributes comprising the durability
index are the promise of product life and its functional readiness. The promise of life
attribute measures the ownership risk covering both the product’s expected lifespan and
the manufacturer’s assurance for support. By evaluating this attribute, one can gauge
not only the expected lifespan of a product but also the manufacturer’s commitment to
providing support, ensuring consumers make well-informed decisions regarding long-
lasting products. The product’s functional readiness attribute measures the ease of keeping
a product functional and restoring product functionality after failure.

Each of these two major attributes have sub-attributes. The promise of life has four
sub-attributes: (1) resistance to degradation, (2) resistance to performance deterioration,
(3) ability to stand overstress, and (4) manufacturer’s warranty. Product failure can occur
due to prolonged use leading to slow but cumulative degradation such as corrosion. Thus,
the measure for the promise of life should reflect the product’s ability to resist degradation.
Performance deterioration and degradation can be independent of each other. For instance,
the propagation of a crack in a product’s material component represents a form of damage
accumulation that may not affect its performance until the crack length reaches a critical
value, when it causes the product to cease functioning. The ability to stand to overstress
refers to a product’s ruggedness and tolerance for many degradation mechanisms or stress
conditions since abrupt failures can happen due to high stress conditions such as a drop.
The last sub-attribute of the promise of life is the manufacturer’s warranty, which refers to a
manufacturer’s responsibility to support and address a product’s technical issues, ensuring
the consumer continues using the product, regardless of their willingness to replace it,
based on psychological factors.

The functional readiness attribute comprises three sub-attributes: (1) ease of mainte-
nance, (2) ease of repair, and (3) ability to upgrade. Here, maintenance means preventive
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maintenance with the goal of preventing future failures and the need for repair by servicing
and replacing parts before they break down. The main difference between preventive
maintenance and repair is that such maintenance activities are carried out before failure,
whereas repair activities are performed after failure to restore the product back to normal
operating conditions. The ease of maintenance and repair should be quantified to measure
the functional readiness, given their direct impact accurately. In addition, the ability to
upgrade, as the ability to enhance product functionality or performance, is a critical factor
that influences durability, especially with the rapid advancements in technology and po-
tential changes in consumer preferences. Upgradability serves as a crucial bridge between
a product’s initial release and its long-term viability, allowing it to cater to changing con-
sumer needs and emerging technological trends, ultimately enhancing its durability in an
increasingly dynamic marketplace. For example, upgradability plays a crucial role in the
durability of computers. Users can upgrade system components such as a CPU, RAM, or
GPU to keep their system competitive with the latest software and demanding applications.
By allowing users to swap out outdated components for more capable ones, upgradable
computers postpone the need for complete replacements.
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4.2. Durability Index Framework

Each of the sub-attributes of the durability index should be evaluated and measured
separately to measure the two primary attributes and determine the durability index.
However, not all of the proposed attributes and sub-attributes are relevant to all categories
of EEE products. For example, ease of maintenance may not apply to USB flash drives,
as simply protecting them from physical damage is typically sufficient. Thus, only the
applicable attributes and sub-attributes should be used for a specific product category for
the durability index. These applicable attributes should be discussed and determined by a
group of subject matter experts in the field.

Two general approaches are proposed for measuring the sub-attributes related to the
promise of life. The values can be relative to the other products in the same category that
are available on the market, or the values can be measured on an absolute scale. Measuring
the sub-attributes under functional readiness is adopted from an available repairability
indexing method. This section suggests some methods for measuring and indexing the
sub-attributes of durability.

4.2.1. Promise of Life

To assess the promise of life attribute, the product’s resistance to degradation and
performance deterioration, as well as its ability to stand overstress, should be evaluated [56].
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Additionally, the warranty for the product, as the manufacturer’s assurance for minimum
life, should also be included in the evaluation and indexing process. For the first three
sub-attributes, a relative index could be derived using the life distribution of the considered
product as well as other products in the same category. Furthermore, reliability tests based
on these three sub-attributes can be designed and performed to evaluate the product.
The outcomes of such tests can be used for absolute indexing. The following subsections
describe the indexing methods.

Resistance to Degradation, Resistance to Performance Deterioration, and Ability to Stand
Overstress: Relative Index

One can measure a relative index by comparing the product’s life distribution with
an associated reference life distribution. The reference life distribution can be obtained
by testing a comprehensive sample set of similar products available on the market. The
considered sample set should adequately reflect the diversity of products within a specific
type in terms of their lifespans. Also, the opinions of the experts as well as the customers’
expectations can be considered for further adjustment of the reference life distribution.

For instance, one method for indexing through this comparison can be inspired by
stress–strength analysis [56], where the resulting probability of exceeding the target product
life distribution compared with the reference life distribution [57] is used as a basis to assign
an index for the sub-attributes.

Resistance to Degradation, Resistance to Performance Deterioration, and Ability to Stand
Overstress: Absolute Index

One can measure an absolute index using the incomplete Beta distribution [58]. In-
complete Beta distribution can calculate lower-bound reliability using pass-or-fail tests
based on the number of tested products, failures, and confidence level [58]. The obtained
reliability lower bound can be considered as an index.

Relevant pass-or-fail tests can be selected by considering the product type and based on
its common failure modes and mechanisms. Drop test and ingress test are some examples
of assessments of handheld electronics. In addition, different standards for such reliability
tests exist that can be considered for this purpose.

Manufacturer’s Warranty

The product warranty can also be indexed absolutely and relatively. For an absolute
index, the associated index value for different warranty periods can be determined based
on experts’ opinions as well as consumers and/or manufacturers’ expectations, which can
be collected through surveys. Also, the proportion of the products of the same kind on
the market having lower warranty offerings than the target product can be converted to a
relative index.

It is worth mentioning that warranties are complex legal agreements, which can make
it difficult for consumers to understand their details without legal expertise. In addition,
manufacturers offer various warranty options, including extended coverage plans and
exclusions, requiring consumers to navigate intricate terms. The claims process, involving
documentation, potential shipping costs, and third-party involvement, further adds to
the complexity. In this study, we simplify matters by assuming that all warranties are
equivalent except for the commitment period.

4.2.2. Functional Readiness

The ease of repair, maintenance, and the ability to upgrade are the sub-attributes that
should be indexed by defining relevant, measurable criteria. It should be noted that implicit
in these three sub-attributes is the economics aspect. That is, it may be possible that a
product may be functionally repairable, maintainable, and upgradable, but the associated
costs at one point in the product’s life become exceedingly high, making the product
effectively obsolete. This aspect is recognized for now, but the discussions that follow focus
on the functional aspects of these three sub-attributes and consider the economic aspect
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as an implicit factor. To make it consistent with the objectives of product sustainability, it
is desirable to have the economics treated explicitly when indexing the durability of the
products. This would be the subject of future extensions of this research. One sub-attribute
that has seen the most development for indexing is the ease of repair attribute (also known
as repairability), where several indexing methods have been introduced. The following
subsections discuss examples of approaches and methods for indexing the sub-attributes
of functional readiness.

Ease of Repair

The FRI method is a comprehensive approach that has undergone extensive research
and development over recent years. In this paper, the FRI method is considered for
measuring the ease of repair, as outlined in Section 3.2 [12]. The overall FRI of a product
is determined by four general criteria, namely documentation, disassembly, spare parts
availability, and spare parts price, as well as an additional product-specific criterion. While
the specific details of indexing for all types of EEE have not been made public yet by the
French authority, the framework itself, based on these criteria, remains the same across all
EEE, as presented in Table 2.

Ease of Maintenance

In this study, maintenance means preventive maintenance. The main difference
between maintenance and repair is that maintenance is performed before failure, while
repair is conducted after a failure happens. Maintenance is usually performed to decrease
or mitigate the effects of damage and degradation. Damage and degradation refer to the
gradual decline in a device’s performance, condition, or quality of a device over time. For
example, for a vacuum cleaner, it may become noisier, less efficient in picking up dirt and
debris, or shows signs of wear and tear on its parts like brushes or filters [59]. This gradual
decline at one point reaches the endurance level of the product when a functional failure
occurs. Thus, failure should be defined based on the expected function.

In the assessment of both attributes of maintenance and repair, relatively similar
criteria can be considered. We suggest using documentation, parts availability, complexity,
and cost as the criteria for quantifying the ease of maintenance. Table 3 shows the proposed
criteria and sub-criteria as well as the scales of the scores. The sub-criteria weights should
be specific to the product category.

Table 3. Criteria for indexing the ease of maintenance.

Criteria Sub-Criteria Score of
Sub-Criteria

Weight of
Sub-Criteria

Score of
Criteria

Total
Score

Documentation
1. Self-maintenance instruction
2. Professionals’ contact information

/10 x
/25

/100

/10 x

Parts availability 1. Duration of availability
2. Delivery time

/10 x
/25/10 x

Complexity
1. Necessary tools
2. Necessary expertise
3. Necessary environment

/10 x
/25/10 x

/10 x
Cost 1. Ratio of maintenance cost to the price of product /10 x /25

Index /1

Ability to Upgrade

Evaluating the ability to upgrade is a unique and individual process that must be
carried out for each product group separately. It involves two key criteria, namely software
upgradability and hardware upgradability. For instance, when evaluating smartphones
and computers, software and hardware upgrades must be considered, whereas software
upgrades are unnecessary for a lawn mower. By regularly upgrading software, devices
can remain compatible with evolving applications, security standards, and user needs,
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which ensures adequate lifespan. Hardware upgradability can be defined as the ability of
a device to have its components or parts updated or improved over time to enhance its
performance or functionality. Improving RAM (random access memory) and storage drive
in desktop computers are common hardware upgrades. The assessment of the ability to
upgrade is typically based on the level of commitment demonstrated by the manufacturers
in providing these options over time. The fundamental criteria for evaluating this sub-
attribute and examples for weights and score range are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Criteria for indexing the ability to upgrade.

Criteria Sub-Criteria Score of
Sub-Criteria

Weight of
Sub-Criteria Score of Criteria Total Score

Software upgradability Security /25 1
/50 /100Applications /25 1

Hardware upgradability - /50 1 /50
Index /1

4.2.3. Combining Sub-Attributes and Attributes Indices

This section outlines two ways for calculating and presenting a durability index: (1) as
a single index and (2) as a collection of color-coded ordinal measures.

Single Durability Index

Figure 4 illustrates the process of calculating a single durability index using a weighted
sum of the proposed durability attributes and sub-attributes. For this purpose, two sets of
weights should be predetermined. The first set of weights is used to calculate indices for
the durability attributes from their sub-attributes, and the second set is used to calculate
the durability index from the two primary attributes (i.e., the promise of life and functional
readiness). The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is proposed for determining the sub-
attribute weights through pair-wise comparison of their importance or significance. AHP
is a multi-criteria decision-making approach for solving problems with multiple conflicting
and subjective criteria [60]. The method involves comparing two elements (sub-attributes)
at a time. Ideally, a group of subject matter experts in the relevant field should determine
the relative importance of the attributes for each specific product. One can also use swing
weighting methods [61] to determine values for the weights. Swing weighting is simpler
and more intuitive than AHP for most decision-making scenarios, but AHP’s structured
and rigorous approach can be advantageous in situations where precision, consistency, and
transparency are paramount [62].
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Multi-Measure Durability Index

Due to the fact that a single durability index aggregates multiple measures, it does
not provide consumers with information about individual sub-attributes. Although it may
be possible to provide consumers with the values for all of the durability attributes and
sub-attributes, it may be intimidating and confusing to consumers who are not experts.
To overcome this problem, the following approach transforms the measurement for each
sub-attribute into an ordinal scale with three values: Below average, Average, and Above
average. Associated with each value is a color: red, yellow, and green, respectively. The
values are presented using these color-coded scales, as shown in Figure 5. Thresholds for
this transformation can either be determined directly by field experts or derived from the
distribution of indices across various products of the same type on the market.
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One can aggregate the values of sub-attributes by simply counting the number of sub-
attributes that have each value. For example, as shown in Figure 5, hypothetical Product X
has above-average values on four sub-attributes, average values on three sub-attributes,
and below-average values on no sub-attributes. The combination 4-3-0 concisely represents
that summary. The combination 3-2-2 represents the durability of Product Y, which has
above-average values on three sub-attributes, average values on two sub-attributes, and
below-average values on two sub-attributes. Although the combination does not specify
which sub-attributes have which values, it does show the distribution of values (on this
ordinal scale) across the sub-attributes. In addition to providing a straightforward visual
representation, this approach does not require eliciting weights to describe the relative
importance of the sub-attributes.

4.3. Implementation of the Proposed Durability Index Framework

The successful implementation of the proposed framework relies heavily on the avail-
ability of required information. This information can be obtained through a combination
of experimental studies and collaboration with manufacturers. For example, conducting
reliability tests allows us to determine the life distribution of the products (which is needed
for the relative indexing of the promise of life), while some others like the duration of
providing spare parts and supporting software upgrades (which is needed for indexing
functional readiness) are determined and known by the manufacturers.

Additionally, an authoritative entity is needed to provide comprehensive instructions
encompassing all the necessary guidance and predetermined information required for
durability indexing. For example, relative indexing of the promise of life attribute needs
reference life distributions which require evaluating products of the same kind from various
manufacturers on the market. To ensure consistency across all indices, the determination of
the reference life distribution should be entrusted to the authorized authority. Moreover,
it is crucial to define the types of tests required for each product category and establish
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a standardized procedure for conducting these tests. This responsibility should also be
assigned to the authorized authority mentioned earlier. Having a centralized body pre-
determine the necessary data and testing protocols ensures that the relative and absolute
indexing is conducted uniformly and impartially across all products.

On the other hand, manufacturers possess most of the required information about
their products for indexing functional readiness. They are aware of the major factors and
specifications necessary for indexing functional readiness, such as the ability to disassemble
the product and the duration of the availability of maintenance documents. Therefore,
there is just a need for clear instructions on how to calculate the index using the available
information, which the authorized authority should provide.

The responsibility for calculating and presenting product durability indices can be
assigned to manufacturers through self-assessment, similar to the approach implemented
for FRI. In this scenario, manufacturers would be required to adhere to predetermined
guidelines for determining and disclosing the durability indices of their products. Alterna-
tively, an authorized regulatory body or a third-party entity can be designated to assess the
durability index of various products and make the indices publicly available.

Finally, to ensure the indexing framework remains flexible in response to advancing
technology and evolving industry standards, it is essential to conduct regular updates. This
involves monitoring industry developments and collaborating with experts. These updates
can be overseen by an authorized regulatory body or entrusted to a third-party entity.

5. Smartphone Durability Indexing: An Application of the Proposed Framework

This section describes the application of the proposed framework by using the prod-
uct attributes and sub-attributes to assess the durability of a hypothetical smartphone.
Smartphones are significant contributors to e-waste in the way that such devices alone
contribute to 10% of global e-waste [63]. This example demonstrates the implementation
of the proposed framework. A smartphone is a handheld electronic device popular for
various on-the-go functions and is routinely used worldwide. Smartphones are vulnerable
to multiple failure mechanisms such as water and contamination ingress and mechanical
shock. Consideration of these failure mechanisms is critical when designing and evaluating
their durability. Due to smartphones’ frequent use during physical activities, they are
highly prone to drops and subsequent mechanical shocks. These incidents lead to damage
and potential failure. Therefore, it is important to assess the durability of the smartphone
by considering this failure mechanism in the field. For the promise of life attribute, this re-
quires evaluating resistance to degradation, resistance to performance deterioration, ability
to stand over-stress, and the manufacturer’s warranty. Evaluating the functional readiness
attribute requires assessing the ease of maintenance, the ease of repair, and the ability to
upgrade. The sub-attributes are indexed and then aggregated using the weights to calculate
a single index for the product’s durability. Alternatively, the multi-measure durability index
provides a more transparent and straightforward communication on product durability by
expressing the sub-attributes’ values on an ordinal scale.

5.1. Promise of Life

Smartphones can encounter various operating conditions and experience different
failure mechanisms throughout life. For example, they may be exposed to humid envi-
ronments leading to corrosion or be subjected to thermal cycling conditions resulting in
fatigue. However, mechanical shock can be considered the main failure mechanism for
smartphones since the accidental drop of the device during daily activities is a commonly
observed user behavior. Multiple drops cause a gradual progress of degradation (e.g., prop-
agation of a crack on the device casing). This accumulation of damage can ultimately lead
to device failure (e.g., broken casing and damage to other parts). However, the progress
of degradation during drops does not always decrease device performance. For exam-
ple, a cracked smartphone may still perform its intended functions properly. Conversely,
degradation can significantly impact performance. For example, a tiny crack in the casing
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may cause excessive noise in the output voice of the phone, depending on the product
design. Therefore, degradation and performance should be considered independent of each
other in evaluating the durability. Furthermore, extreme stresses beyond the smartphone’s
strength limit, such as a drop from a high elevation or drop during strenuous activities, can
cause immediate failure in a single shot. Hence, in addition to resistance to degradation
and performance deterioration, the ability to stand overstress should also be considered
separately in indexing the durability of smartphones.

In this section, relative and absolute indices for the sub-attributes related to the
promise of life are obtained. As mentioned, these sub-attributes can be relatively indexed
by comparing the product life distribution with a reference life distribution associated
with other smartphones on the market. The probability of exceeding the reference life
distribution by the target product life distribution [57] assigns a relative index for each
sub-attribute. Additionally, an absolute index can be calculated using incomplete Beta
distribution [58] based on pass-or-fail tests of the smartphone.

Due to the limitations of available data and information needed for indexing the sub-
attributes, certain assumptions were made during the indexing procedure. The required
data for relative and absolute indexing of the sub-attributes under the promise of life and
the way they should be collected, as well as related assumptions for this example, are
summarized in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5. Required data for relative indexing of the sub-attributes under the promise of life.

Sub-Attribute Data Needed for
Relative Indexing How to Collect Data Considered Data for the Example

Resistance to
degradation

Target product life distribution
and reference life distribution
considering degradation

After defining the failure based on
degradation intensity (e.g., the specific
crack size on casing), failure-terminated
drop tests should be performed on a set
of target smartphones and a sufficient
sample of available smartphones on the
market to collect cycles to failure.

• Considered smartphone life
distribution: assumed
Weibull (β = 2, α = 92)

• Reference life distribution:
assumed Normal (µ = 100,
σ = 30)

Resistance to
performance
deterioration

Target product life distribution
and reference life distribution
considering performance
deterioration

Same as collecting data for degradation,
with the difference that failure should
be defined based on performance (e.g.,
a specific amount of noise in the
smartphone’s output voice).

• Considered smartphone life
distribution: assumed
exponential (λ = 0.005)

• Reference life distribution:
assumed Normal (µ = 90,
σ = 5)

Ability to
stand
over-stress

Target product life distribution
and reference life distribution
considering robustness
(probability of failure versus
height rather than time)

Same as collecting data for degradation,
with the difference that instead of
collecting cycles to failures, drop
heights of failures should be collected
to obtain the probability of failure
versus height.

• Considered smartphone life
distribution: assumed
Normal (µ = 4, σ = 1)

• Reference life distribution:
assumed Normal (µ = 3,
σ = 2)

Manufacturer’s
warranty

• Target product warranty
period

• Distribution of warranty
periods for similar
products on the market

Warranty periods for a sufficient
sample of smartphones from different
manufacturers should be collected.

• Considered smartphone
warranty period: assumed
12 months

• Distribution of warranty
periods for similar products
on the market: assumed
Normal (µ = 15, σ = 3)
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Table 6. Required data for absolute indexing of the sub-attributes under the promise of life.

Sub-Attribute Data Needed for
Absolute Indexing How to Collect Data Considered Data for the Example

Resistance to
degradation

Results of pass-or-fail tests
considering degradation
of the target product

After defining the failure based on
degradation intensity (e.g., the specific
crack size casing), cycle-terminated drop
tests should be performed on a set of
smartphones to collect the number of
failed samples.

Assumed 2 failures out of
50 smartphones

Resistance to
performance
deterioration

Results of pass-or-fail tests
considering performance
of the target product

Same as collecting data for degradation,
with the difference that failure should be
defined based on performance (e.g., a
specific amount of noise in smartphone
output voice).

Assumed 3 failures out of
50 smartphones

Ability to stand
over-stress

Results of pass-or-fail tests
considering robustness of
the target product

After determining the destruct limit of
the smartphone, over-stress drop tests
should be performed to collect the
number of failed samples.

Assumed 1 failure out of
100 smartphones

Manufacturer’s
warranty

Reference table for
mapping warranty period
to an index

Experts’ opinions and customer
expectations can be collected through
surveys to prepare a reference table.

Assumed 12-month warranty for the
target product and also a reference
table for conversion to an index

5.1.1. Resistance to Degradation

It is assumed that the life distribution of the product could be represented by a two-
parameter Weibull distribution with the shape parameter of 2 and scale parameter of
92 drops. Additionally, it is assumed that a normal distribution with a mean of 100 drops
and a standard deviation of 30 drops can represent the lifespan of similar products in the
same category from different manufacturers on the market. The relative index of 0.34 was
obtained based on the probability of exceeding the assumed reference life distribution.
Additionally, assuming 2 failures out of 50 smartphones after a set of cycle-terminated drop
tests, an index of 0.88 was obtained based on the reliability lower bound calculated for the
confidence level of 95% using incomplete Beta distribution.

5.1.2. Resistance to Performance Deterioration

Resistance to performance deterioration can also be indexed relatively or absolutely,
similar to the degradation, with the difference that the target product life distribution and
reference life distribution are obtained based on the decrease in the performance (e.g.,
reduction in quality or volume of smartphone output). Assuming the smartphone’s life dis-
tribution associated with performance follows an exponential distribution ( f (x) = λe−λx)
with λ = 5 × 10−3 while the life distribution of a sufficient sample of similar products
from different manufacturers could be represented by a normal distribution with a mean of
90 drops and a standard deviation of 5 drops, the relative performance index would be 0.63.
In addition, using incomplete Beta distribution, an absolute index of 0.85 was obtained
by the assumption that 3 out of 50 sample smartphones fail after a specific predetermined
cycle-terminated drop test.

5.1.3. Ability to Stand Over-Stress

Product life distribution and its associated reference life distributions should be con-
sidered based on stress intensity (i.e., drop height) for a relative index for the ability to
stand overstress. Assuming that a normal distribution with a mean of 4 m and a standard
deviation of 1 m represents the destruct height for the smartphone and a normal distribu-
tion with a mean of 3 m and a standard deviation of 2 m for reference, representing destruct
heights of similar products on the market, the relative index would be 0.67. Also, regarding
the absolute indexing, assuming 1 failure out of 100, an index of 0.95 was obtained.
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5.1.4. Manufacturer’s Warranty

Assuming a 12-month warranty period for the target product and a normal distribution
with a mean of 15 months and a standard deviation of 3 months representing the available
warranties for similar products on the market, a relative score of 0.22 was obtained for the
warranty. For determining the absolute warranty index, a reference table similar to Table 7
should be defined by experts. For the smartphone, a 12-month warranty means an absolute
index of 0.5, according to the table.

Table 7. Reference table for absolute indexing of warranty.

Warranty Period Absolute Index
36 1
30 0.8
24 0.6
18 0.4
12 0.2

<12 0

5.2. Functional Readiness

Manufacturers have been sharing the repairability index for a wide range of smart-
phones sold in France with the public [12]. However, detailed scoring information has
yet to be provided. Despite this, the repairability index still offers insight into whether a
product is repairable or needs to be replaced in the event of a part failure. The proposed
method for functional readiness indexing adopts the FRI framework and extends it to
evaluate not only repairability but also maintainability and upgradability. This section
presents indexing the sub-attributes under the functional readiness attribute.

Most of the required information for indexing the sub-attributes is known by the
manufacturers themselves (e.g., duration of software updates) or needs experimental inves-
tigations on real products (e.g., opening real products and counting the number of steps
for disassembling different parts). Table 8 provides the required data for indexing the sub-
attributes under functional readiness and how to collect data for an objective assessment.

Table 8. Required data for indexing of the sub-attributes under the functional readiness.

Sub-Attribute Data Needed for Indexing How to Collect Data Considered Data
for the Example

Ease of repair

• Duration of availability of repair
documents

• Ease of disassembling important
parts: number of steps, required
tools, type of fasteners

• Duration of availability of
spare parts

• Delivery time of spare parts
• Price of spare parts

• Most of the information is
known only by the
manufacturers, so if
manufacturers do not share
them, they are not accessible.

• Information about ease of
disassembling can be obtained
by experimental investigation
of the smartphone.

Different devices were previously
indexed with more details by
investigators to validate the
provided scores by the
manufacturers [64].

Ease of
maintenance

• Duration of availability of
maintenance documents

• Duration of availability of required
parts

• Delivery time of parts needed
• Maintenance complexity: required

tools, required expertise, required
environment

• Maintenance cost

Like repairability, the only way to
acquire the necessary information
for indexing maintainability is by
obtaining it from the manufacturers.

Cleaning and drying are the only
maintenance activities for
smartphones.

Ability to
upgrade

• Duration of availability of software
updates: security, application

• Possibility of hardware upgrades

• For software upgrades, the
only way to acquire the
necessary information is to
obtain it from the
manufacturers.

• For hardware upgrades,
product specifications
determine the potential for
hardware upgrades

• Assumed a reference table for
converting software update
commitments of the
manufacturer to an index

• Considered increasing memory
capacity and adding a second
SIM as potential hardware
upgrade with binary indices.
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5.2.1. Ease of Repair

Most of the provided repairability indices by the manufacturers for the smartphones
sold in France typically range from 4.5 to 9. These indices reflect significant differences
in the repairability of various models and brands. A smartphone with an index of 4.5
will likely be more replaceable than repairable. Replaceable products can be defined as
products whose repair is challenging, and consumers are not mainly willing to repair them
as the price of a new product may be close to the repair cost. An index of 9 indicates a
high likelihood of successfully repairing a malfunctioning smartphone. In a study [64],
several devices were meticulously evaluated and compared against the manufacturers’
provided repairability indices. The findings revealed certain inconsistencies in the reported
indices. However, for the purpose of our hypothetical smartphone example, we assumed a
repairability index of 5.8 out of 10 (calculated for the Apple iPhone 7), which can be further
explored in detail in [64].

5.2.2. Ease of Maintenance

Unlike repair, which is performed after failure occurrence, preventive maintenance
is performed before failures to avoid them. That is why repair has been considered as
corrective maintenance, as it aims to correct the issue after it takes place. Four criteria
of documentation, parts availability, complexity, and cost were introduced before for
measuring maintainability. Like many other consumer electronics, smartphones do not
need considerable maintenance.

The only maintenance activities applicable to smartphones include regular cleaning
of dust and contaminants and drying of moisture and droplets, specifically at the ports
and openings. Cleaning and drying are usually straightforward processes without the
need for specific expertise, tools, and environment. Additionally, there is no cost for
such maintenance activities typically, as there are readily available online instructions that
offer DIY guidance free of charge [65]. Also, parts availability does not apply to them.
Therefore, assuming that there is no exceptional difficulty or challenge in any of the criteria
for maintenance of the smartphone, it is reasonable to consider that smartphones are highly
maintainable and receive the full index (i.e., index of 1) for maintainability.

5.2.3. Ability to Upgrade

The ability to upgrade sub-attribute has two primary criteria: software and hardware.
Assessing the ability to upgrade is product-specific, and experts in the field should evaluate
potential upgrades across various product categories. Nevertheless, a general criterion for
quantifying software upgradability can be the duration of commitment to provide software
updates, encompassing both application and security aspects. For converting software
update commitments of the manufacturer into an index, there is a need for a reference table
like Table 9. This table should be determined by experts in the field based on the consumer
needs and manufacturers’ commitment to supporting software updates for products on the
market. Assuming smartphone manufacturer offers five years of support for applications
and ten years for security [66], considering Table 9 as an example for the reference table,
the product obtains scores of 10 and 25 out of 25 for application and security aspects,
respectively. Moreover, although hardware upgrades for smartphones are infrequent, the
potential to expand memory and add a secondary SIM card can still serve as examples of
hardware upgradability. Binary indices can be used for quantifying hardware upgradability
of smartphones. Assuming there is potential for increasing memory capacity and adding a
secondary SIM, Table 10 represents the resulting upgradability index.
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Table 9. Reference table for indexing the ability to upgrade.

Commitment Period (Year) Absolute Index

> 10 1
10 > x > 8 0.8
8 > x > 6 0.6
6 > x > 4 0.4
4 > x > 2 0.2

< 2 0

Table 10. Criteria for indexing the ability to upgrade for the smartphone.

Criteria Sub-Criteria Score of
Sub-Criteria

Weight of
Sub-Criteria

Score of
Criteria Total Score

Software upgradability Security 25/25 1
35/50

85/100
Applications 10/25 1

Hardware upgradability Increasing memory capacity 25/25 1
50/50Second SIM 25/25 1
Index 0.85/1

5.3. Combining Sub-Attributes and Attributes Indices

Table 11 summarizes the obtained indices for the sub-attributes in the previous sections.
In the remainder of this study, relative indices have been considered for the sub-attributes
under the promise of life. This section presents the results of combining sub-attributes
indices for calculating a durability index for the smartphone. For this purpose, two methods
of single and multi-measure indices were considered.

Table 11. Summary of durability sub-attribute indices for smartphone.

Attribute Sub-Attribute Index

Promise of life

Resistance to degradation 0.34
Resistance to performance deterioration 0.63

Ability to stand over-stress 0.67
Manufacturer’s warranty 0.22

Functional readiness
Ease of repair 0.58

Ease of maintenance 1
Ability to upgrade 0.85

5.3.1. Single Durability Index

The weighted sum of the sub-attribute indices at the lower level and then attribute
indices at the higher level result in a single durability index. AHP was used to determine
the weight of each sub-attribute. The pair-wise comparisons should generally be made
by a group of experts in the field, and there can be a significant number of discussions
regarding the relative impact of sub-attributes on durability. For this example, just for
demonstration and based on a general understanding of the smartphones, the comparisons
between sub-attributes were performed, and the results are shown in Figure 6. Using
AHP, the relationships for calculating the durability index were obtained, as presented in
Equation (1). Based on the calculated indices for the sub-attributes in the previous sections
(Table 11), indices of 0.37 and 0.70 were obtained for the promise of life and functional
readiness, respectively. Finally, assuming that the promise of life has two times more
effect on the smartphones’ durability than the functional readiness, 0.47 is the calculated
single-indexed durability for the considered smartphone.
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Durability = 0.66 × Promise of life + 0.33 × Functional readiness
Promise of life = 0.36 × Resistance to degradation + 0.1 × Resistance to performance drop + 0.15 × Ability
to stand overstress + 0.38 × Manufacturer’ s warranty
Functional readiness = 0.63 × Ease of repair + 0.19 × Ease of maintenance + 0.17 × Ability to upgrade

(1)
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5.3.2. Multi-Measure Durability Index

The sub-attribute indices can be transformed into an ordinal scale associated with
distinct colors using a reference table such as Table 12 (In other settings, the mapping may
be different for each sub-attribute, but here we use only one). Due to the fact that three of
the values are above average, two are average, and two are below average, the combination
3-2-2 concisely represents the durability of the smartphone, as shown in Figure 7.

Table 12. Example of a reference table for transforming indices to an ordinal scale.

Index Range Ordinal Scale Value
x ≥ 0.6 Above average

0.6 > x ≥ 0.3 Average
0.3 > x Below average
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6. Conclusions

The growing production of e-waste and use of limited resources, which cause serious
negative impacts on health and the environment, have led to efforts to adopt a circular
economy. As a result, many governments have begun promoting or adopting rules for
manufacturing more durable products as a key pillar of the circular economy to minimize
e-waste and resource extraction. An effective way to achieve this is by measuring and
indexing the durability of EEE, which serves two purposes: to inform consumers about
products’ lifespans and to incentivize manufacturers to design and manufacture more
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durable products. However, there is currently no existing method for indexing durability
that can be applied for this purpose.

The framework introduced in this paper proposed a new indexing approach for the
durability of EEE in the circular economy context. For this purpose, the promise of life
and functional readiness have been recognized as two essential product attributes directly
affecting product durability. This study identified relevant sub-attributes of these two
attributes. It outlines some possible methods to quantify the indices of the attributes and
sub-attributes as well as the overall durability index.

The proposed framework provides a basis to practically assign a durability index by
the handheld electronic product manufacturers, the standard development organizations,
policy development, and government agencies. Such an index transforms how consumers
gauge product lifetime and manufacturers communicate it to consumers effectively. Manu-
facturers can use it as a guide to design more robust and longer-lasting products, while
standard development organizations can support the development of standards and guide-
lines. The framework can also support government agencies to incentivize the adoption of
durability standards as part of sustainability initiatives.

Finally, aside from durability, the circular economy includes other aspects like reusabil-
ity and remanufacturability that impact the quantity of e-waste generated and the resources
consumed. However, these aspects are not part of the proposed framework. Furthermore,
the proposed framework, particularly the “promise of life” attribute, requires data on the
reliability and performance of the products available on the market. For the benefit of the
whole industry, such data need to be made available and shared through a consortium
of manufacturers.
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